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SECTION 1 

From: Finance Assistant 
To: David Stone 
Subject: Variance report 
 
The table of figures that you were given is of little use. It bears little resemblance to what I 
would call a “Variance Report”. 
 
A starting point could be to present a flexed budget statement. For each category of cost 
there should be four columns. The columns should show the original budget, the flexed 
budget, the actual costs incurred and the variance. The budgeted output and the actual 
output for the period should also be shown, and the period / dates that the report covers. 
 
The actual output should be used to flex the budget to obtain the flexed budget. Variances 
should be calculated between the actual costs incurred and the flexed budget. It is important 
that variances are calculated based on the flexed output: there is very little point in 
comparing the costs incurred for the production of 3,000 bicycles against the budgeted costs 
of producing 2,000 bicycles.  
 
However such a statement would only show the total variance for each cost category. This 
total information would not offer enough detail for appropriate control action. For example the 
total labour variance will be made up of a rate variance and an efficiency variance. Although 
there could be links between the two variances they could be the responsibility of two 
different managers and/or departments.  
 
If the variance report is to reconcile the actual production cost to the flexed budget cost, all 
production cost variances should be presented, including the production overhead variance. 
In addition, the report could reconcile actual profit to the budgeted profit. In this case it would 
be useful to include the sales variances (price, mix and quantity). It would also help if fixed 
costs were clearly labelled as being “fixed”. 
 

These answers have been provided by CIMA for information purposes only. The answers 

created are indicative of a response that could be given by a good candidate. They are not to 

be considered exhaustive, and other appropriate relevant responses would receive credit. 

CIMA will not accept challenges to these answers on the basis of academic judgement. 
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Given that much of the information is missing, my interpretation of the variances and the 
probable causes is based on what was in your papers. I will assume that the variances have 
been calculated against a flexed budget and will have used the relevant standards. 
 
Metal tubing price variance Y$20,000Fav: given that we usually buy in bulk to obtain 
discounts I assume that the discount is built into the standard price and that is not the reason 
for the variance. The variance could have arisen as a result of buying a lower grade steel.  
The impact of the lower grade steel can be seen elsewhere: adverse usage and adverse 
labour efficiency variances. 
 
Metal tubing usage variance Y$36,575Adv: poor quality steel could lead to cracks when 
bending and other quality failures. Consequently more steel would have been used. 
 
Labour rate variances: all of the labour rate variances were zero. This shows that the 
workers were paid the standard wage per hour for each hour worked. This requires further 
investigation as a variance is usual where overtime is a normal part of the production 
schedule. 
 
Labour rate efficiency variances: some of the variances were adverse and some were 
favourable. The brazing and painting favourable variances could be as a result of the 
standard not being revised for five years. The workers could be more familiar with their jobs 
and therefore more efficient. Similar efficiencies for bending and assembly could have been 
outweighed by the problems caused by working with the lower grade steel. 
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SECTION 2 

From: Finance Assistant 
To: David Stone 
Subject: Overhead absorption rate and ABC 
 
Effectiveness of our existing OAR: 
 
It can be argued that seeing as we have a very limited product range our current overhead 
absorption rate is very effective. Our two products follow exactly the same production 
processes and other than small differences in the direct hours that are worked on the 
products there is very little difference between them.  
 
When setting up an absorption costing system it is important to try to establish causality 
between costs and activities and to try to allocate and apportion costs in relation to the 
benefits received. Consequently many organisations have many cost centres and differing 
absorption rates. This is of great benefit as it allows overheads to be absorbed by the 
products as they go through the many processes. However given that we have a limited 
product range and that the products go through exactly the same processes the current 
absorption rate would appear to be effective. It should also be borne in mind that a more 
sophisticated system will cost more to set up and operate.  
 
Please note that my view on the effectiveness of our current OAR is based on the fact that 
we have homogeneous products. If we produced a wider product range and that introduced 
complexity and variety in the differing processes that were needed to produce them, the 
current costing system and absorption rate would be of very little use. 
 
Activity based costing: 
 
When commenting on the effectiveness of the current OAR I was thinking in terms of 
accuracy for costing our products. Taking a wider view, the current costing system and OAR 
offer very little information to help with the control of costs. The current system does not 
even identify costs with departments or processes. 
 
If we implemented an activity based costing (ABC) system we would have better information 
about where our costs are, what causes them and therefore how to control them. This would 
offer many benefits: more accurate costings, better planning, and cost control and reduction. 
This is particularly relevant now that we are adding the folding bicycle to our product range. 
 
I have been speaking to the Production Manager about the painting bays. The frames are 
painted in batches of 20 in each bay. On the surface it would appear that seeing as each 
frame spends the same amount of time in the bay, the current system of absorbing 
overheads using labour hours was effective. However the Production Manager went on to 
reveal that there are more costs involved than simply spraying the frames. In addition to the 
direct labour of the workers who spray the frames there are two teams of indirect workers. 
These are a substantial cost. 
 
One team of workers set up the bays for each batch of frames. The more times that a bay 
needs to be set up for a new frame size the higher the cost incurred. Now that we know this 
we can try to plan and control our costs better. For example if we could increase the size of 
the bays that would mean we would need less set ups.  
 
 
The other team is needed whenever there is a colour change, if we expand our range and 
offer the frames in different colours that would mean that we could incur more costs. But 
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knowing what has caused the costs would mean that we could charge those specific costs to 
the appropriate products. 
 
Also knowing that costs are caused by colour change could help us reduce costs now. 
Consider a recent job: 400 small Roadster frames were painted using five bays. Each bay 
was told to spray 20 frames in each of the four colours we use. This will have caused 20 set 
up and 20 colour change activities. Given that currently the bays can only hold 20 frames 
there is not much we can do about the set up costs. But look at the colour changes! Now 
knowing that a colour change causes costs it would be better if we had allocated the job to 4 
bays with each bay spraying one colour. This would have resulted in the same 20 set ups 
but only 4 colour changes. For this job that would have been an 80% reduction in the colour 
change costs. 
 
As you can see having the information about what activities cause costs will help us plan 
better, control costs and also charge costs to products that cause the costs. For example if a 
product manager decides that we should offer a particular frame in a range of colours, the 
ABC system would ensure that the extra costs incurred by having to do the colour changes 
would get charged to that specific model. 
 
The ABC system would make the costs and what causes them more transparent and allow 
more accurate costings that reflect the resources consumed by the products. 
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SECTION 3 

From: Finance Assistant 
To: David Stone 
Subject: Pricing and marketing issues concerning our new folding model 
 
Pricing 

There are two issues associated with our pricing of this new model. The first is the market’s 
perception and the second is our need to remain competitive. 

With respect to perception, we need to set a minimum selling price that implies that the 
model is a premium product, in line with our claim to sell high quality bicycles. A low selling 
price might imply that we have skimped on specification and build quality in order to meet a 
price point.  

We could start with an analysis of the retail pricing of other folding bicycles. If our 
competitors are making sales at those prices then we should be confident of doing so too.  

We might aim for a point that is somewhere between the lowest and highest prices on 
competing models, so that we are positioning ourselves somewhere in the middle of the 
market. In that case, we could promote the bicycle on the basis that it is possible to obtain 
Batton quality at an affordable price.  

Before we reach a decision, we should hold some focus groups with retailers and potential 
customers to determine the extent to which our brand will affect the perception of the new 
bicycle. The customer base for a folding model could be different from that of our traditional 
bicycles and so we might be forced to compete on price. 

We may consider skimming the market if our market research implies that we are a 
respected brand. That would limit demand in the period after the launch, but it would send a 
signal that we believe our product should be ranked against the best of the competition. 

Protecting margin is a separate issue. We will barely breakeven on our total budgeted cost 
for the City model if we sell the new model at the suggested price of Y$650. Our gross profit 
will be Y$13 on each unit sold, which equates to a margin of only 2%. That is significantly 
lower than our normal margin. That may be necessary in order to gain market share.  

If we wish to aim for a 30% margin then we will need to set our selling price at Y$910(being 
Y$637/0.7).  

If price becomes a decisive factor in setting the selling price then our minimum selling price 
should take volume into account. A 2% margin might be acceptable if it leads to high sales 
volumes. If demand is only 5,000 units then our gross profit will be only 5,000 x Y$13 = 
Y$65,000. That is unlikely to cover other associated costs such as the marketing and 
promotional costs and after sales service. 

We need to consider our competitors’ response. They may be willing to undercut us on price 
in the short term and use their present position in this market to disrupt the launch of our 
new model in the hope that it fails to capture the market’s attention. 

Digital Marketing  

Our established marketing campaigns have largely depended on printed media, there has 
been little point in expanding our marketing efforts in what has become the almost steady 
state of the company. However the relatively recent increase in personal electronic devices 
such as laptops and mobile phones and the increasing use of social media has led to a rapid 
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increase in the use of these media for marketing a vast range of products. This provides us 
with a new media not only to promote the existing company image to a wider audience but 
also and most importantly our new ‘City’ bicycle. 

Further benefits will be the greater engagement of potential customers, much quicker than 
we can achieve at present with our current rather limited printed media, the ability to achieve 
real time results, a much greater exposure of our brand and other possible e-marketing 
opportunities. We need to get the ‘City’ known as quickly as possible. 

We need to consider our typical customer, this will be a relatively major purchase for many 
people. As such results may not always be immediate or obvious and this may be 
particularly so with our products which differ from immediate consumer purchases such as 
cheaper consumer electronic goods. Our potential customers are likely to research the 
market and be knowledgeable of our and competitor products before they commit to a 
purchase.  

We need to be wary that our digital campaign isn’t swamped by the vast amounts of digital 
marketing information that exist, persistent advertising can cause negative feedback from 
people who feel their use of the media is being interrupted and interfered with. Care is 
needed not to put people off. 

We lack expertise in this area and if we pursue a digital marketing campaign we would need 
to enlist the assistance of a digital marketing company. So whilst digital marketing is 
considered to be a cost effective method of marketing there will be initial set up costs. 

Given the nature of our product and customers, care will be needed that any digital 
campaign is well targeted, in this case highlighting the benefits to city commuters and in 
keeping with our traditions of quality and reliability. But it should certainly be considered as it 
offers a much quicker and flexible media to enhance our promotional mix. 
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SECTION 4 

REPORT ON THE IMPACT OF ACQUIRING THE NEW FACTORY 

Accounting treatment in the financial statements 

Refund 

The refund of Y$125,000 that we will receive in respect of rent already paid will need to be 
released to profit or loss on its receipt. This is because we will already have recorded the full 
cost of the rent as an expense to profit or loss when we paid it. The overall cost to the 
business of renting the factory for the period that we rented it will be the net of the two 
figures. Thus, the Y$125,000 receipt cannot be netted off the cost of the property itself. 

Depreciation of the property 

In accordance with international financial reporting standards assets classified as property, 
plant and equipment (which this factory will be part of) must be depreciated over their 
estimated useful life. IAS 16 does state however that land has an unlimited life and therefore 
should not be depreciated, although buildings will have a limited life and therefore should be 
depreciated.  

Thus we will need to depreciate the building element of the overall cost (that is, 
Y$2,000,000) over what we consider to be its useful life, although given that we will acquire 
the factory very close to the year-end then it is likely that there will be no depreciation charge 
for this financial year. 

Revaluation of the property 

IAS 16 does allow us to revalue property, plant and equipment and indeed it need not be on 
an annual basis. However, any gains on revaluation will be recorded as an unrecognised 
gain within a revaluation reserve rather than increase profit. Whilst there will be no up-lift in 
profit, where there is a revaluation gain, this will be included in other comprehensive income 
within the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income and these will 
certainly give the appearance of improved performance.   

It should be noted that if we were to adopt this accounting policy for our property then we 
would need to also revalue our existing property and we would need to apply the policy 
consistently from year to year. Thus if the value of our properties fell we would need to 
record the loss and if there was not enough in the revaluation reserve to cover the loss, this 
would reduce our profit.  

One last point is that even if we revalue our properties we would still need to depreciate this 
revalued amount for the building elements. 

How we might improve cash flow internally to free up funds for the purchase 

There are a number of ways that we could consider to improve internal cash generation. 

We could offer prompt payment discounts to our customers so that they pay within say 7 
days of invoice. Obviously there is a cost attached to this and we would need to weigh up 
this cost against the benefit of having the funds early. Many of our distributor customers are 
reasonably large and therefore it might prove attractive to them assuming that they have 
funds available themselves. Our smaller retailers might not be so attracted. Alternatively we 
could consider invoice discounting or debt factoring. 

We could look to extend the time we take to pay our suppliers, however we would need to be 
careful that we do not damage relationships in any way. It might be possible to negotiate 
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extended credit terms with them on a permanent basis, which would in effect generate a one 
off cash boost that we could use to fund this purchase. 

We could look to improve the way that we purchase our parts and accessories for inventory, 
either by only purchasing what we need for specific orders or ordering in smaller volumes. 
This would reduce the amount of expenditure and free up cash flow, although admittedly we 
would lose bulk purchase discounts which would impact margins. 

Linked to this we could look to schedule production better so that we are not holding 
excessive finished goods inventory which sits in the warehouse. However, to really generate 
a cash flow benefit this might necessitate making some staff redundant, which then reduces 
our flexibility to deal with orders as they come in. 

We should consider delaying any expenditure which is not necessary at this time such as 
investments into new models, dividends and planned capital expenditure.   


